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Abstract—We present a new approach for enhancing spectrum
efficiency by means of multi-system spectrum channelization.
The proposed approach incorporates impact between spectrum
channelization and exploiting channel state information at transmitter (CSIT). We create disparities in accuracy of CSIT for
different systems through frame offsets between the systems such
that the time segments of the best CSIT accuracy for different
systems are disjoint. We assign more spectrum resources to
each system during its duration of best CSIT accuracy. This
yields systematic and periodic changing of spectrum boundaries
(in contrast to the fixed boundaries of the existing approach)
while providing better CSIT accuracy level and larger degrees
of freedom in resource allocation, and hence higher spectrum
efficiency for each system. We formulate the above collaborative
multi-system channelization problem, derive the analytical performance metrics (post-scheduling average data rate under timevarying CSIT accuracy for several schedulers), and develop the
optimally channelized resource maps of the systems. In the basic
form, the proposed channelization is designed offline once. We
also generalize it into adaptive channelization to accommodate
disparities of traffic demands for different systems. Analytical
and simulation results corroborate substantial performance gains
of the proposed scheme over the existing approach.
Index Terms—Multi-system channelization, Spectrum allocation, Time-varying CSIT accuracy, Collaboration, Diversity,
Scheduling, Doubly-selective channel.

I. I NTRODUCTION

E

NHANCING wireless spectrum efficiency has become
more prominent due to phenomenal growth of wireless
data traffic under limited spectrum. Recent trends for spectrum
efficiency improvement include multiple-input multiple-output
(MIMO) [1]–[4], interference alignment [5]–[10], cognitive
radio [11], [12], and higher spatial and spectral reuse (network
densification) [13], [14]. Several of them exploit channel state
information at transmitter (CSIT), and the impacts of CSIT
and its imperfection have attracted several research attention,
e.g., [15]–[18]. This paper also considers systems with CSIT
exploitation.
A phenomenon that can substantially affect all CSIT exploiting techniques is channel variation within a transmission
frame. As next generation wireless systems aim to support
high mobile speeds [19], the above issue of channel variations
becomes more prominent. The issue can be viewed as a more
general process of time-varying CSIT accuracy caused by
CSI acquisition errors and channel variations. CSIT accuracy
refers to the accuracy of channel knowledge at transmitter with
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regard to the actual channel at a considered time. In literature,
some studies [10], [20]–[27] incorporate the effects of outdated
or imperfect CSIT but the CSIT accuracy is not time-varying
within the transmission frame. Recently, the issue of timevarying CSIT accuracy is considered in [28]–[32]. But the
issue has not been considered in the spectrum channelization
among multiple systems, and we investigate this unexplored
research area.
We propose a new mechanism for spectrum efficiency
improvement by introducing a new spectrum channelization
mechanism (how the overall spectrum is channelized or allocated) among systems. Traditionally, different systems are terminally allocated with fixed disjoint spectrum chunks. Existing
CSIT-based spectrum efficiency enhancement techniques are
developed under the framework of such spectrum allocation.
In other words, spectrum chunks are first allocated to systems
without considering potential impact on the performance of
CSIT exploiting techniques; then those techniques are applied
on the allocated spectrum. Rather than following this conventional isolative approach, we propose an integrative approach
where the spectrum allocation among different systems also
incorporates its potential impact on performance of CSIT exploiting techniques. Our approach considers how to channelize
the spectrum among the systems so that each system achieves
more benefits from CSIT exploiting techniques.
In particular, we propose a new concept “collaborative
multi-system channelization (CMSC)” to provide enhanced
capacity and spectrum efficiency for future wireless systems
with potentially time-varying CSIT accuracy. We develop an
enhanced spectrum channelization mechanism among multiple systems by relaxing the static spectrum allocation of
the existing approach and by considering spectrally-adjacent
geographically co-located systems jointly. In our framework,
the spectrum resource amount of each system could vary
over time as opposed to being fixed all the time in the
existing approach. However, over a common time frame,
each system is allocated with the same spectrum resource
amount as in the existing scheme. We intentionally create
disparities in the CSIT accuracy levels among the systems
by introducing frame offsets (time differences of different
systems’ frame beginnings) between the systems so that each
system is assigned with larger (smaller) amount of spectrum
when its CSIT accuracy is high (low). At its basic level, the
proposed channelization is done before system deployment,
i.e., static channelization (thus, no associated overhead). Semistatic or event-driven adaptive channelization can also be
implemented to accommodate anticipated traffic demands of
individual systems.
CMSC is different in both concept and application scenario
from the multi-user and multi-cell channel allocation schemes
[33], [34]. Those schemes are link-adaptive but CMSC is not
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link-adaptive and just needs to be designed once. The proposed
framework is among multiple systems in the same coverage
area. But the multi-user channel allocation is applied within
each system. And the multi-cell channel allocation is utilized
for different cells within one system with the conventional
isolative approach of fixed disjoint spectrum chunks. The
proposed CMSC introduces disparities of CSIT accuracies for
different systems. But there are no such disparities for multiuser and multi-cell channel allocation schemes. In brief, our
proposed work adds additional degrees of freedom in spectrum
allocation at multi-system level. It can serve as a new platform
on top of which those channel allocation schemes can be
applied to.
In summary, the main contributions of this paper are
1) new inter-system spectrum channelization schemes which
overcome the degradation/limitation of CSIT exploitation gain
of the existing spectrum channelization scheme under timevarying channels, 2) semi-static and event-driven adaptive
inter-system spectrum channelization mechanisms which enhance the peak and average system capacity far beyond those
of the existing spectrum channelization scheme, and 3) performance analyses with the impact of control signaling overhead
of the multi-system channelization under time-varying CSIT
accuracy. The novel aspects of the proposed contributions are
i) a new and complementary paradigm for spectrum efficiency
enhancement by means of collaborative multi-system spectrum
channelization, ii) an integrative approach of multi-system
spectrum channelization which incorporates reciprocal impact
between CSIT exploitation techniques and spectrum channelization, iii) spectrum channelization of multiple systems over
frequency and time domains instead of frequency domain
alone, iv) a concept of introducing disparities in the CSIT
accuracy levels among the systems through frame offsets, and
v) spectrum swapping/trading through flexible multi-system
spectrum channelization.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces the
system, channel model and conditional performance metric.
Section III presents the proposed CMSC concept, its general
problem formulation, analytical performance metrics, and the
channelization design outcomes. Section IV outlines generalization of the proposed concept. Section V describes analytical
and simulation performance results and discussion. Finally,
Section VI concludes the paper.
II. S YSTEM , C HANNEL M ODEL , AND C ONDITIONAL
P ERFORMANCE M ETRICS
For spectrum efficiency improvement, we propose an integrative spectrum channelization among multiple systems. In
our approach, spectrum allocation is performed jointly among
multiple systems over both frequency and time domains, and
impact of CSIT exploitation is also incorporated. We consider Nsys systems with frequency division duplexing (FDD)
where their spectra are adjacent for the same type of link
(either downlink (DL) or uplink (UL)). The two spectrum
chunks for the multi-system DL and UL are with sufficient
spacing to avoid interference from one link to the other.
Thus, without loss of generality, we consider one multi-system

link in addressing multi-system spectrum channelization. In
the existing approach, the Nsys systems are allocated with
disjoint spectrum chunks separated by appropriate guardbands.
We consider a more general spectrum allocation among the
systems where orthogonal spectrum access is maintained to
avoid inter-system interference but the static allocation of
disjoint spectrum chunks is relaxed. We assume all systems
use frame-based transmission with the same frame duration.
For channelization among the systems, we use a virtual orthogonal frequency division multiple access (OFDMA) which
covers the overall spectrum of the Nsys systems. The systems
are assigned with the disjoint sets of subcarriers from that
virtual OFDMA system with a total of NDFT subcarriers.
We divide the total available spectrum over a transmission
frame of Nsym OFDMA symbols (with symbol duration of
Ts ) into disjoint spectrum resource units of equal size which
will be called subcarrier groups (SGs). Each SG is composed
SG
of Nsc
contiguous subcarriers of one OFDMA symbol which
are within the channel coherence bandwidth.1
CSIT plays a key role in several capacity enhancement
techniques. We incorporate the effects of CSIT exploitation
under multi-user environments into the multi-system spectrum
channelization problem. The base station of system i has the
(i)
CSI of all of its NUE users at the beginning of each frame,
but the CSIT may be imperfect and possibly time-varying
within the transmission frame. A certain time delay (we call
CSIT delay) incurs between CSIT acquisition instant and the
beginning of the frame where it is exploited, due to processing
delays for CSIT extraction, communication to/from higher
layers, and execution time of CSIT exploiting algorithms. The
CSIT update rate (the rate of how often the system acquires
CSIT) is equal to the frame rate and is the same for all systems.
The discrete-time channel impulse response of a user under the above virtual OFDMA system has L uncorrelated
Rayleigh fading channel taps where the tap spacing is the same
as the OFDMA sample duration. The normalized temporal
correlation function of each lowpass-equivalent channel tap
gain is denoted by Rt (τ ). Let Hi [k, n; r] denote the lowpassequivalent channel gain of a user on the subcarrier k at
the rth time-domain sample of OFDMA symbol n with
n ∈ {0, 1, · · · , Nsym − 1} for system i, where we assume
channel gains of different users are independent and identically
distributed and the user index is omitted for simplicity. The
received signal on subcarrier k for a user of system i can be
expressed as
q
(i)
Yi [k, n] = ζd Hi [k, n]di [k, n]
(i)

+ Ii [k, n] + II [k, n] + Ni [k, n],

(1)

where di [k, n] is the desired signal with the average power
(i)
(i)
Ptx , ζd is the path loss, Hi [k, n] is the multi-path effective
1 This subcarrier grouping, instead of treating individual subcarriers as
different units, provides reduced dimension in the design and robustness
against intercarrier interferences (ICI) [35]–[37] while maintaining similar
CSIT exploitation and scheduling gains.
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layer/ring cellular model). For cell 0 of system 1, the inter(1)
cell interference is coming from the neighboring KI cells
(1)
(KI = 8 in Fig. 1) of system 1 that are using the same bands
(the colored sectors of system 1). Note that there is no intersystem interference because both systems are synchronized
with each other (e.g., using GPS whose timing accuracy is
100 ns or better in [38] and 10 ns in [39]), hence the colored
areas of both systems can disjointly share the whole NDFT
subcarriers in each OFDMA symbol.
The temporal correlation function of Hi [k, n], ρi [m] ,
E[Hi [k, n]Hi∗ [k, n + m]], reads as
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ρi [m] =

Fig. 1. A two sectorized multi-cell systems scenario.
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channel gain (still distributed as complex Gaussian) given by
Hi [k, n] =

1

NDFT
X−1

NDFT

r=0

Thus, we can relate Hi [k, n] and Hi [k, n + m] as
Hi [k, n; r],

(2)

Ii [k, n] is the ICI term (due to the time varying channel) with
its power given as [37]
2
σICI

(i) (i)
=Ptx ζd

×

1−

1
2
NDFT

NDFT + 2

NDFT
X−1
c=1

cTs
(NDFT − c)Rt (
)
NDFT

!!
,
(3)

(i)

II [k, n] is inter-cell interference, and Ni [k, n] is the noise
term distributed as circularly symmetric complex Gaussian
2
2
with mean zero and variance σN
(i.e., Ni [k, n] ∼ CN (0, σN
)).
(i)
Suppose there are KI neighbor interfering devices (either
(i)
BSs for DL or users for UL) for system i. Then, II [k, n] =
(i)
PKI (i)
(i)
c=1 II,(c) [k, n], where II,(c) [k, n] is the interference from
(i)

the cth cell. The power of II [k, n], denoted by σI2 [k, n],
depends on the path loss components of the interferers, so
does the desired signal power on its path loss. For analytical tractability in the design of multi-system spectrum
channelization, we replace σI2 [k, n] with its expectation (over
multi-path channels and path-losses due to different locations)
(i)
denoted by σI2 and ζd with its expectation (over path loss but
not on multi-path channel due to CSIT exploitation) denoted
by ζ (i) . 2 These average values can be easily pre-computed
(e.g., by simulation) for the considered transmit powers and
cell structures. However, in our performance evaluation in
Section V, we will use random locations of the users.
Fig. 1 shows a scenario of two sectorized (3 sectors per cell
with reuse factor 3) multi-cell systems with different inter-site
distances (ISDs) overlapping on a geographical area (a two
2 This

could also be considered as a scenario where the desired user is
uniformly distributed on a circle/curve with the same distance to its BS
while the interferers are uniformly distributed on a circle/curve centered at
the desired user.

Hi [k, n + m] =ρi [m]Hi [k, n]
p
+ 1 − |ρi [m]|2 wi [k, n + m],

(5)

where wi [k, n + m] ∼ CN (0, 1) is independent of Hi [k, n].
Suppose CSIT is obtained µ OFDMA symbols earlier than
the beginning of the current transmission frame and is denoted
by Ĥi [k, −µ] with error ei [k] = Ĥi [k, −µ] − Hi [k, −µ]
which represents imperfection in estimation, quantization,
feedback, etc. There exist several approaches for CSI estimation, quantization, and feedback mechanism, and treating
them individually is out of the scope of this paper. As a
general treatment, we incorporate their effects in the CSI
error term ei [k]. For Rayleigh fading channel (with a linear
2
channel estimator), we can assume Ĥi [k, −µ] ∼ CN (0, σĤ
)
2
and ei [k] ∼ CN (0, σe ). Then from (5), the time-varying CSIT
accuracy model becomes
Hi [k, n] = ρi [n + µ]Ĥi [k, −µ] + vi [k, n],

(6)

p
where vi [k, n] , 1 − |ρi [n + µ]|2 wi [k, n] − ρi [n + µ]ei [k]
represents the combined effect of time-varying channel and
CSIT error, and vi [k, n] ∼ CN (0, σv2i [n]) with σv2i [n] =
σe2 |ρi [n+µ]|2 +1−|ρi [n+µ]|2 . Next, to incorporate the effect
of time-varying CSIT accuracy on system performance, we
introduce two effective SNR definitions (see Appendix A for
details). In the first definition, the transmitter has the knowledge of ρi [n + µ] (in addition to Ĥi [k, −µ]) and uses ρi [n +
µ]Ĥi [k, −µ] as the channel gain in its CSIT exploitation for
(i)
2
2
OFDMA symbol n. Denote I ,σN
+σI2 +σICI
+Ptx ζ (i) (1 −
2
2
|ρi [n + µ]| (1 − σe )). Then, based on (1) and (6), the first
definition reads as
(i)

(i)

γ1,Ĥ [k, n] =

Ptx ζ (i) |ρi [n + µ]Ĥi [k, −µ]|2
.
I

(7)

In the second definition, the transmitter has Ĥi [k, −µ] only
but not ρi [n + µ]. We can write the effective CSIT er-
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(i)

Ptx ζ (i) |Ĥi [k, −µ]|2

(i)

γ2,Ĥ [k, n] =

(i)

I + Ptx ζ (i) |Ĥi [k, −µ]|2 |1 − ρi [n + µ]|2

. (8)

For system performance conditioned on CSIT, we explore
a performance metric, namely, the conditional data rate where
we use Gaussian interference assumption which is justifiable
due to the central limit theorem as well as the worst case distribution for interference. The conditional data rate C (i) [k, n]
on subcarrier k of OFDMA symbol n, if assigned to a user
of system i, is


(i)
(9)
C (i) [k, n] = log2 1 + γĤ [k, n] ,
(i)

(i)

where γĤ [k, n] is given by either γ1,Ĥ [k, n] in (7) or
(i)

(i)

γ2,Ĥ [k, n] in (8). For simplicity, we will use γĤ [k, n] in the
remaining of this paper unless the index for effective SNR is
needed.

ρ1(t ) ρ2(t ) ρ3(t )

ρi (t )

CSIT
reliability

ror as ∆Hi [k, n] , Ĥi [k, −µ] − Hi [k, n] = (1 − ρi [n +
µ])Ĥi [k, −µ] − vi [k, n] and the effective SNR as

t

t
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τ3
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Fig. 2. Examples of spectrum channelization between Nsys = 3 systems with
their corresponding CSIT reliability over two frames: (a) the conventional
channelization (shown with τi = 0 for simplicity, but τi ’s can be arbitrary
while the spectrum allocation being the same), and (b) the proposed CMSC.

A. CMSC Formulation
III. P ROPOSED M ULTI -S YSTEM C HANNELIZATION
Here, we develop a multi-system channelization framework
for multiple geographically co-located systems to enhance
spectrum efficiency for each system. Our strategy creates for
each system the spectrum resources with better overall CSIT
accuracy levels and larger degrees of freedom (independent
components of channel gains) over the time-frequency grid
than the existing approach. In the basic form of the proposed
CMSC, this is accomplished by (i) formulating as a joint design for multiple systems with minor coordination, (ii) relaxing
the fixed spectrum boundaries of the existing approach, and
(iii) introducing disparities in the CSIT accuracy levels among
the systems through frame offsets between the systems. The
frame offset τi of system i is defined as the time offset or lag
(in unit of OFDMA symbol) of the beginning of a frame of
system i with reference to that of system 1.
The underlying idea of the proposed approach is illustrated
in Fig. 2 which shows spectrum allocation over frequency and
time domain among three systems together with corresponding
CSIT reliability functions (ρi [n + µ] in (6)) across time. In the
conventional channelization (Fig. 2(a)), the resource amount
for each system remains constant across time regardless of
the CSIT reliability level. In contrast, the proposed CMSC
(Fig. 2(b)) intentionally creates disparities of CSIT reliability
between the systems via frame offsets τ2 and τ3 so that the
time intervals with the best CSIT reliability occur at different
times for different systems and each system is allocated
with more resources when its CSIT reliability is high. More
resources with reliable CSIT also bring in larger degrees of
freedom in scheduling / resource allocation for each system.
In the rest of this section, we first present the general
formulation of CMSC with a generic performance metric.
Then, we develop the analytical performance metric we adopt.
Finally, we obtain the optimized system resource maps and
their analytical performance expressions.

There are generally two types of information, namely,
control/signaling and user data in each transmission frame.
The control/signaling includes resource allocation information,
medium access response, common pilot tones, CSIT feedback, random access request, etc. They are common to all
users within a system and hence CSI exploitation would be
generally irrelevant to their transmission. However, the user
data could substantially benefit from the CSIT exploitation.
Thus, in the CMSC design, the resources for control/signaling
(typically called control channel (CCH)) are not optimized. We
assume that certain fixed amount of resources are reserved for
control/signaling (and possibly for other purposes as well) at
each OFDMA symbol for each system. The CMSC design
will optimally assign the remaining spectrum resources to the
systems for their user data transmission. For this, the total
available spectrum resources (excluding the reserved resources
for control/signaling) are divided into multiple SGs. Each
OFDMA symbol has a total of SD,total SGs for user data to be
assigned to the Nsys systems. The sth SG of the nth OFDMA
symbol is denoted as (s, n). The indices {(s, n)} of all data
SGs to be allocated among the systems within a transmission
frame of a virtual overall system are represented by the index
set Atotal . System i is to be allocated with Mi data SGs in
each frame. After spectrum assignment, the indices {(s, n)}
of the data SGs assigned to system i over the time-frequency
grid of a transmission frame are denoted by the resource map
Ai whose size is |Ai | = Mi .
For each system, CSIT accuracy could be degrading within
a frame, depending on the normalized Doppler spread of the
channel. We intentionally introduce frame offsets {τi } between
the systems so that the CSIT reliability levels can be different
for different systems at each symbol. In the CMSC design
formulation, we use a common OFDMA symbol index n
which is with reference to the first system with τ1 = 0. Ai
contains resources from the last τi OFDMA symbols of the
previous frame and first Nsym −τi symbols of the current frame
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of system i. As the resource map is the same for successive
frames, Ai represents a complete data resource map for system
i. The reliability of CSIT at OFDMA symbol n for system i
is indicated by ρ̃i [n + µ] which is related to ρi [n] in (4) as
ρ̃i [n+µ] = ρi [n+µ−τi mod Nsym ] due to τi . Thus, ρi [n+µ]
in (7) and (8) is replaced by ρ̃i [n + µ].
Suppose a design metric M is used which represents an
overall performance metric per frame of all systems. Obviously, M depends on {ρ̃i [n + µ], τi , Ai : ∀i}. The spectrum
channelization is completely determined by {τi } and {Ai }.
Thus, the CMSC design can be formulated as
{τi∗ , A∗i : ∀i} =

arg max M ({Ai , τi , ρ̃i [n + µ]}) ,(10)
{τi∗ ,A∗i : ∀i}
N

sys
Ai = Atotal ,(10a)
s.t. |Ai | = Mi , Ai ∩ Aj =∅, ∀i 6= j, ∪i=1

τi ∈ {0, 1,. . . , Nsym − 1}, τ1 = 0

(i)

B. Performance Metric: Post-Scheduling Data Rate
To incorporate the impact of CSIT exploitation on the
spectrum channelization design, we need a performance metric
of the systems after each system has exploited its CSIT. Thus,
we consider the post-scheduling average data rate (average
of (9) over Ĥi ) which is the average data rate per tone
that a system can achieve using a CSIT exploiting scheduler.
According to (10), we need this metric for each SG at each
OFDMA symbol for each τi value. However, as will be
explained in the next subsection, it is sufficient to obtain
metric values for τi = 0 only. As the metric also depends
on the scheduler and how CSIT is exploited, we will develop
the metrics for several scheduling schemes based on both of
the effective SNR definitions (7) and (8). To accommodate
user resource allocation in a finer granularity, we introduce
subbands (SBs) which are obtained by dividing each SG into
p(i) smaller resource groups of equal size. Suppose there are Si
(i)
data SGs (hence Nsb ,Si p(i) SBs) in the considered OFDMA

(i)

N!
(m − 1)!(N − m)!
× FλN −m (x)(1 − Fλ (x))m−1 fλ (x)
νN !
=
(m − 1)!(N − m)!
× (1 − e−νx )N −m e−mνx U (x) , Ψm
N (x). (11)

fλ(m) (x) =

(10b)

where the constraint in (10a) guarantees that the assigned
spectrum resources are disjoint and each system obtains its
designated resource amount Mi while (10b) defines the range
of frame offsets. The above formulation describes a general two-dimensional spectrum channelization for data among
systems with potential frame offsets. The outcomes of the
above optimization together with the resource locations for
control/signaling constitute the overall resource maps for the
systems. The formulation in (10) is presented with a generic
design metric M(·). We will develop the adopted performance
metric for M(·) in Section III-B, the corresponding design in
Section III-C, and analytical performances in Section III-D.
The above design is done offline before the deployment of
the systems, and each system independently operates within
its assigned resource map except the base stations of the
systems synchronize according to the designed frame offsets.
Such synchronization between base stations already exists for
time division duplexing systems to control interference and
it can be done daily after midnight (or other off-peak hours)
when wireless traffic is very light and hence the corresponding
overhead is negligible.

(i)

symbol and NUE users in system i with NUE ≥ Nsb . For
analytical tractability, we assume the channel gains of different
SGs across frequency are independent and use the channel gain
on a subcarrier of an SG to represent the channel gain of the
SG.
Let {λm } represent the independent channel power gains
({|Ĥi |2 }) considered at a scheduling stage and denote their
ordered sequence as λ(1) ≥ · · · ≥ λ(N ) . For Rayleigh fading
channels, the probability density function (PDF) of λk , ∀k, is
fλ (x) = νe−νx U (x) and the cumulative distribution function
(CDF) is Fλ (x) = (1 − e−νx )U (x), where U (x) is the unit
2
step function and ν = 1/σĤ
. Then, the PDF of λ(m) reads as
[40]

Using (11), we derive post-scheduling average data rate3
(i)
C [n] on a subcarrier at nth symbol of a frame of system
i for several schedulers in the following (see Appendix B
(i)
for details). As C [n] turns out to be independent of the
(i)
subcarrier index k, we have skipped k in C [n].
1) Round-Robin Scheduler: This scheduler starts with the
first SG to select p(i) users who have the highest channel
power gains in the first SG to occupy all the SBs in the first
SG. Then these users are removed from the selection pool, and
the scheduler moves to the second SG to select another p(i)
users with the highest channel power gains on the second SG.
(i)
The scheduler will stop until either all NUE users have been
scheduled or all Si SGs are fully occupied. No more than one
SB can be assigned to one user. The scheduler is more of a
Round-Robin (RR) type because it selects SGs in sequence
without considering that the selected users might have better
channel power gains on other SGs.
The analytical average data rate expression for RR scheduler
(i)
is given below. Define γi [n] , (Ptx ζ (i) ρ̃2i [n + µ])/I and
Ωβα (γ) ,

α!
(β − 1)!(α − β)!
α−β
X α − β  (−1)r+1 r+β  r + β 
×
eν γ Ei −ν
,
r
r
+
β
γ
r=0
(12)

where Ei(x) ,

Rx

et
dt
−∞ t

is the exponential integral function

[41]. Then, using the effective SNR in (7), we obtain C
as
S

C

(i)

[n] =

[n]

p(i)

i X
log2 e X

(i)

Nsb

(i)

l=1 β=1

Ωβ (i)

NUE −p(i) (l−1)

(γi [n]).

(13)

3 It could be viewed as the average rate obtained by collectively considering
all nth symbols of all frames.
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Next we present the average data rate based on (8). After
substituting (8) into (9) and rearranging, we can write the rate
C (i) [k, n] conditioned on Ĥi [k, −µ] as


C (i) [k, n] = log2 1 + γi,1 [n]|Ĥi [k, −µ]|2


(14)
− log2 1 + γi,2 [n]|Ĥi [k, −µ]|2 ,
2



(i)
Ptx ζ (i) )/I

where γi,1 [n] , ( 1 + (1 − ρ̃i [n + µ])
and
2 (i) (i)
γi,2 [n] , ((1 − ρ̃i [n + µ]) Ptx ζ )/I. Then, using (28), we
(i)
obtain C [n] as
C

(i)

[n] =

log2 e

p(i) 
Si X
X

Ωβ (i)

(i)

Nsb

NUE −p(i) (l−1)

l=1 β=1

− Ωβ (i)

NUE −p(i) (l−1)

(γi,1 [n])


(γi,2 [n]) .

(15)

2) Max-Fair Scheduler: Max-Fair (MF) scheduler maximizes the sum rate of the system under the fairness condition
that each selected user is assigned with only one SB. It
starts with selecting the highest channel power gain among
all users on all SGs. Then that user is assigned to that SG
and is removed from the user selection pool. If an SG is
already assigned with p(i) users, then this SG is removed
from the SG selection. Next, the scheduler selects the highest
channel power gain from the remaining users on the remaining
SGs. The scheduling will stop after all users or all SGs are
fully scheduled. MF scheduler guarantees at every step every
scheduled user does not have better channel power gain if it
is allocated to any other remaining SG.
The analytical expression of the average data rate for MF
scheduler based on (7) reads as

(i)

C

(i)

Nsb

[n] =

log2 e X

l−1
p(i)



X

Pfo,l (q)

(i)

Nsb
×

A+1
X
m=l

l=1 q=[l−(p(i) −1)Si −1]+



C

(i)

[n] =

log2 e X
(i)
Nsb

l−1
p(i)

Pfo,l (q)

Pλ(m) (l)

m=l

h

× Ωm
(γi,1 [n]) − Ωm
(i)
(i)
N S
N S
UE

A+1
X

i

i
(γi,2 [n]) .

(17)

3) Max-Rate Scheduler: Max-rate (MR) scheduler maximizes the sum rate of the system. For each SG, MR scheduler
simply selects the user that has the highest channel power
gain regardless of fairness among users. Thus, a user may
be assigned to more than one SB. For each SG, the PDF of
the selected channel power gain is simply Ψ1 (i) (x). Thus,
NUE

(i)

[n] for MR

[n] = (log2 e) Ω1N (i) (γi [n]).

(18)

UE

(i)

Similarly, C [n] using (8) is obtained by averaging (14) over
Ψ1 (i) (x) as
NUE

C

(i)

i
h
[n] = (log2 e) Ω1N (i) (γi,1 [n]) − Ω1N (i) (γi,2 [n]) . (19)
UE

UE

C. Optimized Multi-System Resource Map
The performance metrics developed in the previous subsection are independent of the subcarrier index k, but dependent
on the symbol index n. Thus, the CMSC design in (10) can be
simplified as finding the best allocation of resource amounts
at each symbol among different systems under the constraints
that system i is assigned with Mi data SGs in each frame.
The metric for an SG can be obtained by multiplying the
SG
, which does not affect the
metric per subcarrier with Nsc
optimization. We use (18) and (19) (MR scheduler) to obtain
optimized resource map {wi∗ } and frame offsets {τi∗ } for later
sections because of its reduced complexity. It will be shown
in Section V that the optimized {wi∗ } and frame offsets {τi∗ }
derived from (18) and (19) will yield performance advantages
for all three scheduling schemes.
For the performance metric of system i with the frame
(i)
offset
τi , denote the average
h
i data rate vector as cτi ,
(i)

T

(i)

(i)

C [0], · · · , C [Nsym − 1] , where each C [n] is based
on ρ̃i [n+µ] as explained in Section III-A. Next, we define the
normalized resource allocation vector wi of size Nsym × 1 for
i = 1, · · · , Nsys where its nth element represents the number
of data SGs at the nth OFDMA symbol that are assigned to
system i divided by Mi . Then, the minimum normalized sum
rate among all the Nsys systems is used as the metric M in
(10) as
min

i=1,··· ,Nsys

T
(c(i)
τi ) wi ,

(20)

where the effect of the systems with different resource amounts
{Mi } on the design metric is neutralized by the normalization
in wi . The CMSC design is formulated as
{{τi∗ }, {wi∗ }} =
(
s.t.

X

i

(i)

(16)



l=1 q=[l−(p(i) −1)Si −1]+

UE

C

M ({wi }, {τi }) =
Pλ(m) (l)Ωm
(γ [n]),
(i)
NUE Si i

where [x]+ , max(x, 0) while A and Pfo,l (q) are given by
(30) and (31), respectively.
(i)
Next, based on the second effective SNR definition, C [n]
is given as
(i)
Nsb

following the steps used for (13), we obtain C
scheduler based on the effective SNR in (7) as

arg

max

{{τi },{wi }}

min

i=1,··· ,Nsys

T
(c(i)
τi ) wi ,(21)

τ1 = 0
τi ∈ {0, · · · , Nsym − 1}, i = 2, · · · , Nsys ,

(21a)

Nsys

X

wi Mi = SD,total 1Nsym ,
i=1
wiT 1Nsym = 1 & 0Nsym ≤ wi

(21b)
≤ 1Nsym , ∀i,

(21c)

where 1K and 0K are K × 1 vectors of all 1’s and 0’s, respectively. (21b) guarantees exactly all data SGs are allocated
while (21c) guarantees that each system obtains its designated
resource amount per frame. The problem (21) can be solved
numerically offline. In the following, we present a few case
studies by using MR post-scheduling rate metrics.
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Fig. 3. Illustrative examples of adaptive CMSC between two systems: (a)
Semi-static CMSC (b) Event-driven CMSC.

Case Study 1 (Design for systems with the same resource
amount): In this case, Mi is constant for all i. Suppose
the frame duration is an integer multiple of Nsys OFDMA
symbols. Define D , Nsym /Nsys . Then, we obtain the
solution of the CMSC design from (21) as
Nsym (i − 1)
, i = 1, · · · , Nsys ,
Nsys
h
iT
wi∗ = 0T(i−1)D , (SD,total ⊗ 1D )T , 0TNsym −iD ,
τi∗ =

(22)
(23)

where ⊗ represents the Kronecker product.
Case Study 2 (Design for systems with
different resource
PNsys
amounts): Suppose Di , (Nsym Mi ) / k=1
Mk is a positive
integer for any i. Then the CMSC design solution is
τ1∗ = 0, τi∗ =

i−1
X

Dl , i = 2, · · · , Nsys ,

(24)

l=1

h
iT
wi∗ = 0Tτi∗ , (SD,total ⊗ 1Di )T , 0TNsym −τi∗ −Di .

the proposed design introduces frame offsets {τi } depending
on {Mi } through (24). These {τi } shape the time-varying
CSIT uncertainties such that system i has a duration of Di
OFDMA symbols at the beginning of its frame over which
their CSIT accuracy level is better than the other systems.
Over that duration, system i uses all SD,total data SGs per
OFDMA symbol, thus exploiting CSIT at its best duration.
During the remaining part of the frame, it continues to have
certain reserved resource amount for control/pilots or other
purposes. For the new channelization, the frequency axis in
the figures is virtual where the frequency locations of data
and control resources can be appropriately adjusted.
Regarding CMSC, some notes are in order:
(i) The conditions for {Mi } and Nsym in the above case
studies are not the limiting conditions. They are adopted just
to arrive at simple analytical solutions while revealing insights
straightly. A properly chosen frame duration can yield simple
and optimally channelized resource maps.
(ii) In the existing channelization, a guard band is needed
between any two adjacent systems (not shown in Fig. 2). For
CMSC, as the systems synchronize to each other, no or much
less guard band is necessary yielding a spectrum efficiency
gain (not included in our performance evaluation).
(iii) CMSC design needs to be done offline once, before the
system deployment; therefore there is no complexity involved
in the system operation.
(iv) All cells or sectors with the same frequency in each system
need to follow the same optimized resource map for it to
prevent inter-system interference.
(v) The illustrated CMSC design will yield the same multisystem channelization structures for different mobile speeds
as long as the conditions of Theorem 1 hold.
(vi) CMSC can be straightly applied among the cells/sectors
of a system [42].

(25)

Both cases are solved numerically based on (21). Below we
provide a theorem to prove the optimality of their solutions.
Note that case 1 is a special case of case 2.
Theorem 1: The optimal solution for CMSC under the
considered setting of {Di } will always be given as (24) and
(i)
(25) if the following conditions apply: 1) the average rate cτi
is (cyclically) monotonically decreasing within a frame and 2)
(i)
cτi is invariant to the change in wi .
Proof: Under the two conditions, for each system i, its
own optimal solution without considering for the other systems
is to put all of its Mi data SGs at the beginning of its
transmission frame to have the highest possible CSIT accuracy,
hence the best sum data rate. (24) and (25) satisfy this for all
i, hence they are the optimal solutions for CMSC.
As mentioned before, the overall resource map includes the
data resources designed above as well as control/signaling
resources. Assuming the ratio of control to data resource
amounts is 14 , an example resource map of the proposed
design for Nsys = 3 systems is shown in Fig. 2(b) for equal
resource amounts and in the middle frame of Fig. 4 for unequal
resource amounts with M1 : M2 : M3 = 1 : 4 : 1. From
the figures as well as (23) and (25), we can observe that

D. Analytical Performances of the Existing and the Proposed
Channelization Schemes
After obtaining {τi∗ } and {wi∗ } from the proposed design,
the corresponding average data rate performance per subcarrier
of an OFDM symbol of system i in the CMSC approach can
(i)
(i)
be given as C CMSC = (cτ ∗ )T wi∗ . For the Case Study 2,
i
PDi −1 (i)
(i)
C [n]. For the Case
it simplifies to C CMSC = D1i n=0
Study 1, the above equation holds with Di = Nsym /Nsys .
On the other hand, the average data rate of system i in the
(i)
conventional approach (denoted Conv.) is given by C Conv. =
P
Nsym −1 (i)
1
C [n]. The above data rate expressions as
n=0
Nsym
well as the simulation results in Section V do not include
the cost of cyclic prefix overhead, which will just introduce a
scaling.
E. Control/Signaling Overhead Impact
In previous sections, the control/signaling channel (typically called CCH) overhead is not considered. Different
channelization schemes and links (UL or DL) may impose
different amounts of resources for CCH (control region of a
transmission frame) per frame, hence different levels of impact
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on their overall system performance (net average data rate
over a whole transmission frame). For UL, denote resource
amounts (in number of subcarriers) needed per frame in system
i for pilot tones for CSIT feedback (and demodulation), hybrid
automatic repeat-request (HARQ) and reserved subcarriers for
(i)
(i),UL
(i),UL
other uses to be RFB , RHARQ , and RRSVD , respectively.
(i)
(i) (i)
CSIT feedback overhead is determined by RFB = NUE Lp
(i)
where Lp is the number of subcarriers needed to report CSI
for each user in system i. Different channelization schemes
(i)
require different RFB because they have different operating
(i)
bandwidths (i.e., needing different Lp ). For example, for
an OFDMA system with 3072 subcarriers in a L = 24
tap channel, a band of 2160 subcarriers (CMSC) and 720
(i)
subcarriers (conventional scheme) will need Lp = 20 and
(i)
(i),UL
Lp = 7 pilot tones, respectively4 . RHARQ is fixed (according
to system specification) among all channelization schemes.
(i),UL
RRSVD is used to ensure the remaining spectrum resources
per symbol for all systems can be correctly divided into
SD,total data SGs. For DL, the control information includes
user specific information (e.g. scheduling assignment, HARQ,
power control), pilot tones for demodulation, and reserved subcarriers for other uses where their resources amounts needed
(i),DL
(i),DL
(i)
and RRSVD ,
per frame in system i are denoted as Rs , Rp
respectively. User specific information overhead is determined
(i)
(i) (i)
(i)
by Rs = NUE Ds where Ds is the number of subcarriers
(i),DL
is
required to carry the information for each user. Rp
determined by system bandwidth (e.g., CMSC requires more
than Conv. does because of its wider operation bandwidth).
(i),DL
(i),UL
RRSVD serves the same purpose as RRSVD .
Due to different overhead amounts, data SG size
may be slightly different among different channeliza(i)
(i),UL
(i),UL
tion schemes. Let ZiUL , RFB + RHARQ +RRSVD ,
(i),DL
(i),DL
(i)
+RRSVD , YiUL and YiDL denote the reZiDL ,Rs +Rp
source amounts per frame in system i for UL CCH overhead,
DL CCH overhead, overall available resource for UL and
overall available resource for DL, respectively. Then the net
average data rate with the overhead cost for system i (DL and
(i)
(i),UL
+ (YiDL −
UL combined) is C net = ((YiUL − ZiUL )C
(i),DL
(i),UL
(i),DL
DL
UL
DL
Zi )C
)/(Yi + Yi ) where C
and C
are
(i)
(i)
the average data rates (either C Conv. or C CMSC ) described in
Section III-D for UL and DL, respectively.
IV. S EMI -S TATIC AND E VENT-D RIVEN A DAPTIVE CMSC
In the proposed CMSC, each system occupies a wider
bandwidth at certain time durations than the existing approach,
thus all transceivers must have such wideband capability.
This requirement is in line with the current technology trend
(e.g., the carrier aggregation in the LTE-Advanced specifications). With advances in semiconductor technologies, improving spectrum efficiency at the cost of increased complexity of
wider bandwidth transceivers is a well-accepted and desirable
approach. Furthermore, such capability under CMSC offers
inherent flexibility in resource adaptation among the systems.
4 based on the number of non-negligible eigen values (larger than 10−3 of
the mean of all eigen values) of the corresponding channel covariance matrices

As can be seen from the CMSC design for systems with
different resource amounts (c.f. Fig. 2(b) and Fig. 4), the
changes in the resource maps, if compared with the case with
equal resource amount, are the frame offsets and the time
durations over which each system occupies all data SGs. Thus,
the inter-system resource adaptation just translates into these
changes which can be easily implemented.
The above built-in flexibility is attractive from the perspectives of the evolution and coexistence of individual systems.
Systems with traffic loads much smaller than their system
capacity can lease part of their spectrum resources to other
overloaded systems over a mutually agreed period of time.
This offers business opportunities to both sides. In addition,
for systems with different temporal statistics of traffic loads,
resource trading across time can be adopted among the systems. For example, when Nsys = 3, suppose system 1 has
heavy traffics during the day time but light loads during the
night time, while system 2 and 3 experience opposite traffic
statistics. Then, system 2 and 3 can let system 1 use some
of their spectrum resources in the day time, and system 1
returns not only those spectrum resources of system 2 and
3, but also part of its spectrum resources to system 2 and
3 in the night time. The total resource allocation per day
remains the same as before but all systems benefit from this
resource swapping/trading channelization. The time scales for
the resource leasing should depend on individual situations.
With the known temporal traffic statistics, systems can have
semi-static CMSC where the inter-system resource adaptation
is performed in a predefined manner at predefined time instants. The inter-system resource adaptation can also be eventdriven. For example, suppose system 2 is planning to provide
some services at a certain event in the near future and needs
extra spectrum resources for that. Then, system 2 may borrow
from system 1 during certain time durations and from system
3 during other time durations with mutually agreed terms,
conditions and costs. Such types of event-driven adaptive
multi-system channelization can also be done under CMSC.
Examples of semi-static CMSC and event-driven CMSC concepts are illustrated in Fig. 3 (with Nsys = 2 for clearer
presentation) which shows the resource amount per frame, Mi ,
by means of the width along the f -axis for each system across
time together with the plots of anticipated traffic loads. Mi
changes in a discrete manner at a large time scale according
to the anticipated traffic loads. Each set of {Mi } corresponds
to a spectrum resource map. Fig. 4 illustrates an example of
two different spectrum maps transitioning from one to the
other and then back to the former in 3 consecutive frames (for
compactness of illustration; in practice the transition occurs at
a larger time scale).
In order to implement adaptive CMSC, all systems initially
need to establish the resources trading agreement among them,
and each system should have its predicted/anticipated temporal
traffic load statistics (where the time scale are much larger
than that of CSI-based link adaptation). As the adaptation
is planned well in advance, the systems can communicate
with each other through their backbone links to perform the
following protocols.
1) Initiation for adaptation of CMSC: Any system can
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V. P ERFORMANCE R ESULTS AND D ISCUSSIONS
M1=M2=M3

M1=M2/4=M3

M1=M2=M3

A. Simulation Setup

τ2

f

τ3
t

SYSTEM 1

SYSTEM 3

SYSTEM 2

VACANT RESOURCES

Fig. 4. Example of transitions between different CMSC schemes where the
first and third frames show the same CMSC with equal resource amounts
among the three systems while the middle frame shows CMSC with different
resource amounts among the three systems. The immediate changes of CMSC
maps after each frame are only for the convenience of presentation; in practice
the changes occur at a much larger time scale.

initiate it by sending to the other systems its request with the
desired amount of spectrum resource it likes to take or give.
2) Determination of the modified resource map: After
obtaining responses from the other systems, the initiator can
determine the resource maps of all systems based on the
CMSC design and informs the other systems of the new maps
and the effective start and end time of the map. Signaling
exchange occurs until mutual agreement is achieved.
3) Utilization of the modified resource maps: Due to transition from one map to another, there will be vacant resources
(as shown in Fig. 4) between the last frame prior to the
new map and the first frame of the new map. Those vacant
resources can be simply distributed among the systems such
that the right of usage belongs to the system which has the
same spectral occupancy in the preceding OFDM symbol as
the vacant resource. Each system broadcasts the frame start
time and other system information related to the new resource
map in its downlink control channel of the last frame of the
old map (will be called the transition frame). Each system
can either neglect the vacant resources it is entitled to in the
transition frame or use them. For the latter case, it also needs
to update its resource map information for the last transition
frame in its broadcast information of that frame. During the
effective duration of the new map prior to its last frame,
the system resource map information in the downlink control
channel and the resource usage are according to the new map.
The last frame of the effective duration becomes the transition
frame to the previous or newly agreed resource map, thus the
same procedure as the earlier transition frame mentioned above
follows.

In the simulation, we use Nsys = 3 systems with the
same resource amount, i.e., M1 = M2 = M3 , and the cell
structure is as shown in Fig. 1. The virtual OFDMA parameters
are similar to one of the LTE settings [43]: NDFT = 3072
subcarriers where 2160 subcarriers are used for user data and
control/signaling and the remaining subcarriers are null tones.
The carrier frequency is 2.1 GHz and the subcarrier spacing
is 15 kHz. Each frame has Nsym = 12 OFDMA symbols. In
each OFDMA symbol, there are SD,total = 24 data SGs. The
path loss and antenna gain models are adopted according to
Urban Macro scenario with ISD of 1732 meters in [44]. For
(i)
both UL and DL, we consider NUE = 30 users which are
uniformly located and are contending to be scheduled in each
(i)
system and Nsb = 24 of them are scheduled. To generate
inter-cell interference, 24 users are uniformly located in each
(i)
of the KI = 8 interfering cells for UL and these 8 BSs cause
interference for DL. We use a CSIT delay of µ = 12 (for all
schemes) and CSIT MSE of 0.2 for both UL and DL which
2
yields σĤ
= 0.8. Here, a high CSIT MSE level is chosen
to reflect the combined effects of imperfect CSI acquisition
due to channel estimation, quantization, and feedback errors,
etc. The time domain correlation function in (4) is set as
(i)
2
(i)
Rt (∆) = e−(πfD ∆) [45], fD is the maximum Doppler
frequency of a user in system i, and Ts = 71.35µs is the
OFDMA symbol duration. All simulation results are obtained
by 10000 Monte-Carlo runs. The proposed CMSC is with
τ1∗ = 0, τ2∗ = 4, τ3∗ = 8, w1∗ = [1T4 0T8 ]T , w2∗ = [0T4 1T4 0T4 ]T ,
and w3∗ = [0T8 1T4 ]T for systems with equal data resource
amounts. Note that different mobile speeds in our design yield
the same CMSC map.
We consider three reference schemes. The first is a conventional scheme (denoted Conv.) where each system uses 31
of the overall spectrum in the frequency division multiplexing
manner. The second is an ideal conventional scheme (denoted
Ideal) where the three systems completely collaborate such
that they are integrated into one virtual system and 72 out of
90 users are scheduled over the combined resources in each
frame. Both of these schemes have the same frame length as
the proposed scheme. The third one (denoted Conv. T.) is a
conventional scheme with a shortened frame length of one(i)
third of the other schemes (Nsym = 4 and Nsb = 8) and
CSIT accuracy levels of its resources are similar to those of
the CMSC. As mentioned in Section III-E, each channelization
scheme has its own overhead amount and data SG size. For
(i)
(i)
all the schemes, RHARQ = 60 [43], Ds = 10 and Table I
(i)
(i),DL
(i),UL
(i),UL
gives the values of Lp , Rp
, RRSVD , RRSVD , ZiUL , Zi,DL ,
SG,UL
SG,DL
UL
Nsc
, Nsc
, and Yi
for CMSC, Conv., Ideal5 and
Conv. T. schemes.
For UL, Conv. and Ideal schemes divide each data SG into
p(i) = 3 SBs of 28 and 27 contiguous subcarriers, and allocate
to a scheduled user a resource of 28 and 27 subcarriers over
12 OFDMA symbols, respectively. A scheduled UL user is
5 We ignore overhead required for sharing CSI between the systems for the
centralized scheduling of the ideal scheme.
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Conv.

Ideal

Conv. T.

CMSC

7

20

7

20

(i),DL

48

144

48

144

RRSVD

(i),UL

306

276

204

204

(i),DL

306

276

180

180

(i)

Rp

RRSVD
ZiUL

576

ZiDL

864

864
864

576
864

864

1.8

1.8

1.6

1.6
CMSC,MR

1.4

1.4

1.2

81

72

81

81

81

63

81

8640

8640

8640

2880

allocated with a resource of 72 subcarriers over 4 OFDMA
symbols in Conv. T. scheme and 81 subcarriers over 4 OFDMA
symbols in CMSC. For DL, a scheduled user gets a SB of 27
contiguous subcarriers over 12 OFDMA symbols in both Conv.
and Ideal schemes, 63 subcarriers over 4 OFDMA symbols in
Conv. T. scheme, and 81 subcarriers over 4 OFDMA symbols
in CMSC. Thus, in all of the schemes, the resource amount
per user is approximately the same.
B. Simulation Results
First, we present the analytical performance results of
the CMSC and Conv. scheme with overhead cost in timevarying Rayleigh fading channels together with the simulation
results under the same conditions as in Section III-B. We
(i)
set σI2 /(Ptx ζ (i) ) for UL and DL as 0.0143 and 0.0537,
respectively, and ζ (i) = 109 dB (based on numerical calculation for the cell structure of system 1 in Fig. 1). The net
average data rate performances based on the two effective SNR
definitions are shown in Fig. 5 for RR and MR schedulers. The
analytical and simulation results match well, and the CMSC
scheme shows about 45% data rate improvement over the
Conv. scheme. The performance for MF scheduler lies between
those of RR and MR, and it is not shown in Fig. 5 due to
crowded curves. But follow-on figures will show performance
of MF.
Next, we evaluate the channelization schemes under
frequency-selective Rayleigh fading channels with L = 24
taps without the simplifications of independent channel gains
among different SGs, of average path loss and average intercell interference power. As both effective SNR definitions
introduce the same performance trends (see Fig. 5), we only
present the result of second effective SNR definition for MF
scheduler. The net average data rate performances (including
the overhead cost) are presented in Fig. 6 for the mobile speeds
of 60 and 110 km/h, and in Fig. 7 for 220 and 350 km/h.
CMSC outperforms conventional scheme by 27% at 60 km/h,
35% at 110 km/h, 20% at 220 km/h and 9% at 350 km/h.
It even outperforms the ideal reference scheme by 6% at 60
km/h, 17% at 110 km/h and 8% at 220 km/h. The performance

Conv.,RR
Conv. Ana.,RR

1
1
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0.8
CMSC Ana.,RR
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10
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15
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Fig. 5. Analytical and simulation results of the net average rate for RR and
MR schedulers at mobile speed of 110 km/h.
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TABLE I
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Fig. 6. Simulation results of the net average data rate (including overhead
cost) at mobile speeds of 60 km/h and 110 km/h.

advantages of CMSC can be ascribed to two factors - better
CSI accuracy levels of its resources and its larger degrees of
freedom in frequency domain for scheduling. At a very high
mobile speed (350 km/h), due to poor CSIT accuracy level, the
role of the first factor diminishes while the second factor still
provides performance gain for CMSC. The Conv. T. scheme
also benefits from the first factor, but its larger overhead yields
performance loss against the Conv. scheme.
As described in Section IV, traffic loads among Nsys
systems can be different at a given time interval (usually
much longer than the frame length; e.g., a few hours.). To
illustrate the adaptation capability of semi-static or eventdriven adaptive CMSC according to the disparities of traffic
loads of multiple systems, we focus on the performance of
system 1 of the Nsys = 3 systems under various conditions of
its traffic load (different numbers of users with fixed resource
amount per user) while keeping the combined traffic load of
the three systems fixed. We construct six CMSC structures
with different payloads M1 /M for both DL and UL where
PNsys
M = i=1
Mi is fixed. Their settings with the corresponding
(1)
S1 , D1 and NUE values evaluated are given in Table II. The
Conv. scheme has M1 /M = 1/3, S1 = 8 and D1 = 12.
In all the cases, the resource amount per scheduled user is
approximately the same. Note that structure 3 is used for the
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Fig. 7. Simulation results of the net average data rate (including overhead
cost) at mobile speeds of 220 km/h and 350 km/h.

Fig. 8. The simulation results of the net throughput of system 1 for the
adaptive CMSC, CMSC and Conv. schemes under various traffic loads.

TABLE II
PARAMETERS OF DIFFERENT CMSC STRUCTURES USED IN THE
EVALUATION OF ADAPTIVE

CMSC
(1)

Structure

M1 /M

S1

D1

NUE

1

1/6

12

2

6

2

1/4

18

3

15

3

1/3

24

4

21

4

5/12

30

5

27, 30, 33

5

1/2

36

6

48

6

2/3

48

8

56

non-adaptive CMSC scenario (i.e., regular baseline setting)
and the adaptation only occurs when there are enough levels
of disparities of traffic loads among the systems.
Fig. 8 shows the simulation results of the throughput per
frame (averaged between an UL and DL frame) for system
1 with MF scheduler under various numbers of users (traffic
(i)
2
= 10 dB. The
loads) at an average SNR of (Ptx ζ (i) )/σN
adaptive CMSC provides substantial performance gains which
are more significant at higher traffic loads. This also illustrates
the capability of the proposed approach in adapting to the
disparities of traffic loads of multiple systems, boosting the
peak capacity of each system, and substantially enhancing
the overall spectrum efficiency. In scenarios where adaptation
is not activated, e.g., due to either no significant traffic load
disparities or no agreement for adaptation, CMSC at its basic
form still outperforms the Conv. scheme.

the fixed spectrum boundaries between systems of the existing practice, addressing the spectrum allocation of multiple
systems jointly, and introducing disparities in CSIT accuracy
level among different systems. We have also derived analytical
expressions of post-scheduling average data rate performance
for the proposed and the existing channelization schemes
under time-varying CSIT accuracy for several schedulers.
Analytical and simulation results illustrate that the proposed
channelization substantially outperforms the existing approach
under time varying channels. At its basic level, the proposed
channelization is designed offline once before the deployment
of the systems. We also generalize the proposed channelization into a semi-static or event-driven adaptive multi-system
channelization to further exploit disparities of traffic demands
among the systems. It facilitates an easy adaptive multi-system
channelization to address service evolutions of individual systems which also opens up opportunities of spectrum resource
trading among the systems.
A PPENDIX A
Here, we show more details on the derivation of the two
effective SNR definitions. For the first definition (7), by
plugging (6) into (1) and rearranging the terms, we have
q
h
i
(i)
Yi [k, n] = ζd ρi [n + µ]Ĥi [k, −µ] + vi [k, n] di [k, n]
(i)

+ Ii [k, n] + II [k, n] + Ni [k, n]
q
(i)
= ζd di [k, n]ρi [n + µ]Ĥi [k, −µ]
q
(i)
+ ζd di [k, n]vi [k, n] + Ii [k, n]
(i)

VI. C ONCLUSIONS
We have proposed a new concept “collaborative multisystem channelization” for enhanced spectrum utilization
among multiple geographically co-located systems. The proposed approach creates for each system the spectrum resources
with larger degrees of freedom in resource allocation over
the time-frequency grid and with better CSIT accuracy levels
than the existing approach. This is accomplished by relaxing

+ II [k, n] + Ni [k, n],

(26)

where the first term is the desired signal term and the remaining terms which are mutually independent are collectively the
interference plus noise term. As mentioned in Section II, for
analytical tractability in the design of multi-system spectrum
(i)
channelization, we replace σI2 [k, n] and ζd with their expectation σI2 and ζ (i) , respectively. Then, the power of the desired
(i)
signal term is Ptx ζ (i) |ρi [n + µ]Ĥi [k, −µ]|2 and the power of
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(i)

2
2
the interference plus noise term is σN
+σI2 +σICI
+Ptx ζ (i) (1−
2
2
|ρi [n + µ]| (1 − σe )) which leads to (7).
Similarly for (8), we plug Hi [k, n] = Ĥi [k, −µ]−∆Hi [k, n]
into (1), which yields
q
h
i
(i)
Yi [k, n] = ζd Ĥi [k, −µ] − ∆Hi [k, n] di [k, n]

where F(o, b, z) is a recursive function with its recursion given
Pb zb c
as F(o, b, z) = q=[b−(z−1)o]
+ F(o − q, b − zq, z − 1) and its

initial conditions are F(o, b, 1) = ob and F(o, 0, z) = 1.
Thus, we can write the PDF of the channel power gain of the
lth selection, fl (x), as


(i)
II [k, n]

+ Ii [k, n] +
+ Ni [k, n]
q
(i)
= ζd di [k, n]Ĥi [k, −µ]
q
(i)
− ζd di [k, n]∆Hi [k, n]
(i)

+ Ii [k, n] + II [k, n] + Ni [k, n],

fl (x) =

(27)

A PPENDIX B
(i)
Here, we give more details on the derivation of C [n] for
RR and MF schedulers.
(i)
1) Round-Robin Scheduler: There are Nsb = p(i) Si SBs.
The PDF of the channel power gain on the qth SB in the first
SG is given by Ψq (i) (x). Similarly, the PDF on the qth SB
NUE

in the last SG is given by Ψq (i) (i) (i) (x). Then, we have
NUE −Nsb +p
the average of the PDFs as
(i)

fλ (x) =

(i)

Nsb

l=1 β=1

Ψβ (i)

NUE −p(i) (l−1)

(x).

(28)

Then, with (7), averaging (9) over the PDF of |Ĥi |2 given in
(28) yields (13). Next, with (8), averaging (14) over the PDF
of |Ĥi |2 given in (28) gives (15).
2) Max-Fair Scheduler: For the lth selection with l ∈
(i)
{1, · · · , Nsb }, the probability Pλ(m) (l) of λ(m) with m ∈
{l, · · · , (A + 1)} being selected in the lth selection in (17)
can be written as
 (i) (i)
 (i) (i)

NUE Nsb − m
NUE Nsb − l + 1
Pλ(m) (l) =
, (29)
A−m+1
A−l+1
where the number of candidates that were removed from the
previous (l − 1) selections is
(i)

A = Si (l − 1) + q(NUE − l + 1)

(30)

and q is the number of SGs that are fully occupied by p(i)
users from the previous (l − 1) selections.
The PDF of the channel power gain on the first SB (in
the first SG) is given by Ψ1 (i) (x). For the lth selection, the
NUE Si



X

Pfo,l (q)

probability Pfo,l (q) that q SGs are fully occupied by p(i) users
from the previous (l − 1) selections is given as

Si
(i)
(i)
− 1)
q F(Si − q, l − 1 − p q, p
,
(31)
Pfo,l (q) =
(i)
F(Si , l − 1, p )

A+1
X

(x)
Pλ(m) (m)Ψm
(i)
N S

m=l

q=[l−(p(i) −1)Si −1]+

where the first term is the desired signal term and the
remaining terms collectively are the interference plus noise
term. We plug ∆Hi [k, n] = (1 − ρi [n + µ])Ĥi [k, −µ] −
vi [k, n] into (27) and rearrange the equation. Then, it is
clear to see the power of the first term in (27) and the
(i)
2
2
power σN
+σI2 +σICI
+Ptx ζ (i) (1 − |ρi [n + µ]|2 (1 − σe2 )) +
(i) (i)
Ptx ζ |Ĥi [k, −µ]|2 |1 − ρi [n + µ]|2 of the interference plus
noise term form the numerator and denominator of (8), respectively.

p
Si X
1 X

l−1
p(i)

UE

i

(32)
(i)
and the average PDF of all Nsb selections is obtained by
(i)

fλ (x) =

1

Nsb

X

(i)

Nsb

fl (x).

(33)

l=1

Then, with (7), averaging (9) over (33) with (32) yields (16).
With (8), similar averagings of (14) lead to (17).
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